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Synopsis
The first, and still the best! The New York Times Sunday crossword debuted in 1942, and ever since has remained the nation’s favorite puzzle. With giant-size grids, inventive themes and clever construction, the Sunday Times crossword is more popular than ever before under legendary editor Will Shortz! This thirty-fourth collection of the Sunday puzzles features:
* Fifty New York Times Sunday crosswords edited by Will Shortz
* Puzzles over 50% bigger than the weekday crosswords
Covered spiral binding for easy stay-flat solving.
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Customer Reviews
Type is way too small and there is room on the page to make it a size larger and bold face it, and once again, no titles! Who looks at the copy before printing? So you may have to get out your magnifying glass! What a shame. This is the best series of crosswords around, but it really should be easier to read. And why leave off the titles? Just got it in the mail so haven’t done a puzzle yet, but sure wish I could read it . . . .

The puzzles are great - typical Sunday NYT quality. However, two negatives to report: 1. the print for the clues is VERY SMALL and some are misprinted (lower case L, upper case I, and exclamation mark are sometimes interchanged incorrectly) and 2. unbelievably, the title of each puzzle is NOT included with the puzzles. As anyone who does the NYT Sunday crossword knows, the title is a clue to the theme of the puzzle and is often instrumental in solving the clues that relate to the theme. This seems like a major oversight.
I have ordered several N Y Times crosswords from before. I took a chance on a smaller book. This is so nice, the rings make it easier to keep open when solving. I thought the puzzles might be easier. Was I wrong? These really make me think. I am using my dictionary and encyclopedia more than ever. I am 75 and have been doing puzzles for over 60 years, will keep doing them as long as I can think.

Not much fun solving themed crosswords when the editors leave off the themes. Hey Will Shortz -- don't you care when botched collections go out with your name on them?

This book does not include the Puzzle titles which can be very helpful when solving

No titles so no hints. Can't believe this was published and released like this.

It is printed without the themes so it is rather useless

Excellent selection of "smart" puzzles, commented on by Will Shortz, which comments do not help in the solving, but provide some interesting background.
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